
بارمردیف
هتي سَاالت

VOCABULARY: 
A: Read the passage and fill in the blanks with the given words. One is extra. 

       Using new technologies has changed people’s …….1……..in a harmful way in this …..2…… as 
well. Some technologies are dangerous to our …..3…. and can harm our body. Using mobile 
phones or ……..4…... the internet for long hours can increase people’s blood pressure and 
……5……. sleep problems. 

B: Choose the best answer. 

6. My husband is ………….. .He spends most of his time in front of TV. He never does exercise or 
other activities. 
a. unemployed b. an addict c. unconfident d. couch potato
7. I can’t ……………….. how those students pass their exams; they never open a book. 
a. experience b. measure c. imagine d. appreciate

C: One odd out. 

8. / scanner/ paper / teacher/writer/

D: Match two parts. One is extra in part B. 

9. Different languages ………..….. a. the blood pressure of the students.
10. The doctor measures ………….. b. calm person.

c. exist in the world.
E: Guess the word. 

11. Many languages are dying. We call them ………………… language. 

GRAMMAR 
F: Choose the best choice. 

12. The museum had ……………. visitors this summer. 
a. little b. a lot c. much d. many

13. Would you mind giving me a piece of ……………., Please? 
a. paper b. rice   c .sugar  d. water   Page1       
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14. Which part is correct?

a. There are some juice in the glass.   b. The child is eating a slice of apple
c. please buy three breads. d. She drank a milk yesterday.

15. …………….. foreign languages does your teacher know?
a. How much b. How old c. How many d. How tall

G: This passage has four mistakes. Find and correct. 

16. There are a uncountable words for food in English. This usually happens when native
speakers go shopping. They may ask for two bottle of water, a bag of sugar, a loaves of bread, or
two kilos of meats.

H: Look at the picture and answer the question using numbers in letters. 

17. What do you see in the picture?

I: Unscramble the following sentence. 

18. French/ speak/ fluently / My brother / can /.

Writing: 

J: Find Subject ,Verb ,Object, and Adverb. 

19. Last week, I bought some flowers.

K: Complete the sentences. 

20. Children should not eat …………..  . 21. The boy …………… fast. 
22. ……………… speaks English. 23. She ate a sandwich ………………  . 

L: Unscramble the words and complete the sentences. 

24. Human’s bliatyi to talk makes him different from animals.
25. I enjoy the weekend, edstipe the bad weather.
26. Daily exercise can veptrne diseases.
27. My teacher has a very mlac manner.
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بارمردیف

Reading: 

     Whenever I remember the early days of my English language learning, I feel how important to 
me it was to speak English no matter how difficult it might be.  
     To be honest, at the beginning of learning English, I had difficulty making English sentences 
correctly. Besides, I couldn’t pronounce or understand English words well. Therefore, I enrolled 
in an English institute to improve both my speaking and listening comprehension. 
     Moreover, I spent two hours a day listening to English songs, watching movies with English 
subtitles and reading short stories. After a while, my English began improving greatly and I really 
found it was easy to communicate with people who could speak English very well. 
     Finally, I should mention that according to my experience, everyone can learn English easily 
even if/ s/he is not young. S/he should just try hard and believe in himself or herself. 

28. The writer took classes to improve her/his English. a. True b. False

29. The writer believes that age is important in learning English. a. True b. False

30. How much time did the writer spend practicing English at home?

31. What is the main idea of this passage?

Cloze Test: 

 If you want to live longer, you should quit your bad habits.  …..32…... is one of the very bad 
habits that can be really dangerous to your health. Another bad habit is eating junk food , and it 
can increase the ……33…...of heart diseases such as heart attacks. Another bad eating habit is 
having lots of food without doping any …..34….. activities all day. Emotional health is another 
part of our health that can help us live longer. We should be in…...35….. with our friends and 
relatives so that we can be happy and avoid sadness.  ….36……. research has shown that both 
physical and mental health work together and we need to take care of both of them. 

32. a. smoke b. to smoking c. smoking d. if smoke
33. a. risk b. balance c. addiction d. stress
34. a. key b. general c. physical d. incorrect
35. a. midday b. creation c. relationship d. translator
36. a. Recent b. Slow c. Unfortunate d. Famous
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بارمردیف  

VOCABULARY: 
A: Read the passage and fill in the blanks with the given words . 

1. lifestyle 2. century

3. health 4. surfing 5. cause

 B: Choose the best answer. 

6. (   d    ) 7. (  c    )

C: One odd out. 
8. paper

D: Match two parts. One is extra in part B. 
9. (   c     ) 10. (   a    )

 E: Guess the word.

11. endangered

GRAMMAR 
F: Choose the best choice. 

12. (   d    ) 13. (   a    ) 14. (   b     ) 15. (   c     )

G: This passage has four mistakes. Find and correct

 16. many/lots of/a lot of                                  bottles         loaf    meat

H: Look at the picture and answer the question using numbers

/children in the picture.babies sevenI see 17.

I: Unscramble the following sentence.

.can speak French fluently brotherMy 18.

Writing: 
J: Find Subject ,Verb ,Object, and Adverb. 

19. Last week  Adv.       I        Sub 

Bought  V    some flowers   O 
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K: Complete the sentences. 

20. fast food 21. runs 22. S/he 23. yesterday

Or any logical answer. 

L: Unscramble the words and complete the sentences. 

24. ability 25. despite 26. prevent 27. calm

Reading: 

28. (   a   ) 29. (   b    )

30. Two hours a day.

31. How to learn English/ Learning English.

Cloze Test 

32. (   c   ) 33. (  a    ) 34. (   c   )

35. (   c   ) 36. (   a   )
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